
EDITORIAL

The Editorial board of Transfer has decided to commission a series of issues of the journal

that explore the circumstances of contemporary trade unionism in Europe. Two issues in this

series have already been commissioned. The second will examine trade unions and the polity

and is scheduled for publication in 2018. This first issue in the series assesses themes

associated with union renewal and illustrates these with case studies drawn from four Euro-

pean countries.

Trade union renewal was chosen as the first theme of the series for three principal reasons. First,

since around 1980 trade union membership has declined in most countries with the consequence

that union density levels in Europe are now lower than at any time since 1950. The extent of this

decline has led some to question whether trade unions are now representative of working people.

Secondly, changes to the composition and demographics of national labour forces have resulted in

greater diversity and fragmentation, coupled with increasingly complex and opaque relationships

between employers and employees. In consequence, longstanding trade union approaches to

representation and bargaining are no longer appropriate for vast tracts of the labour market. Both

these factors generate an imperative for trade union renewal. Thirdly, for more than 30 years trade

unionists have experimented with a range of initiatives that are often assigned to the category

‘renewal’, but membership decline and the weakening of trade union influence over the labour

market have yet to be reversed. This is not to argue that the renewal experiments have had no

effects – for example, systems of union democracy and patterns of membership participation have

changed profoundly in many trade unions since the 1980s – but it is to argue that many challenges

are still to be adequately addressed.

From the outset, it should be acknowledged that ‘renewal’ is not a straightforward category.

Two broad interpretations of trade union renewal that figure largely in the literature are reflected in

the articles included in this issue. ‘Renewal’, of course, embraces the range of innovative activities

implemented by trade unionists. Organising campaigns implemented in hitherto unorganised seg-

ments of the labour force and the introduction of representation based on proportionality where

other systems had previously been in place would be examples of renewal by doing something

new. As becomes apparent when reading the material included in this issue, renewal may also

embrace activities that were once undertaken, subsequently were not carried out and then were

reinstated. Recent union campaigns to encourage shop stewards, works councillors and other

workplace representatives to undertake more recruitment and organising, for example, are attempts

to regenerate practices that were commonplace throughout the 1960s and 1970s.

The substantive content of this issue of Transfer comprises three challenging articles that

review the nature and form of union renewal, the challenges associated with the organisation of

migrant and precarious workers, and the different national relationships that exist between union

density, collective bargaining and the extent to which unions are embedded within regulatory

institutions. In addition, shorter case studies illustrate a range of approaches to renewal and

organising in four different countries.
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Gregor Murray reviews the debates on union renewal and identifies the experimental nature of

many of the initiatives taken. The article argues that the shift away from social market to neoliberal

models of economic governance provided a powerful stimulus to many renewal initiatives. While

recognising that an extremely wide range of initiatives has been launched, the critical role of

strategic capabilities is emphasised. Miguel Martı́nez Lucio, Stefania Marino and Heather

Connolly develop the renewal argument in the specific context of organising migrant and pre-

carious workers. These authors also emphasise the salience of different aspects of strategy as

underpinning any likely long-term success in the organisation of such workers. In addition, the

authors view leadership, trade union structure and the identification of commonalities as central

features of any campaigns intended to organise migrant and precarious workers. The authors call

for more work on how organising campaigns can be led from below or by those who will be

represented should such campaigns be successful.

In the third of the longer substantive articles Colin Crouch investigates the relationship between

union density and the incorporation of unions into national institutions that govern labour markets.

The article shows that union density and incorporation correlate positively with employee inter-

ests, i.e. a combination of high employment and low inequality, and a balance between flexibility

and security. In consequence of this evidence, the author argues that trade unions, to a degree, can

compensate for the decline in union density by being embedded in institutions that govern labour

markets.

Four case studies explore different aspects of trade union renewal and organising. Gunter Haake

elaborates the details of the campaign in Germany by Vereinte Dienstleistungsgewerkschaft

(ver.di) to represent the self-employed in the context of digitalisation. Adam Mrozowicki and

Małgorzata Maciejewska review the strategies used by two small trade unions in Poland to renew

unionism through the promotion of ‘grass-roots workers’ agency’ in a national context where

membership density has fallen to 11 per cent. Andy Mathers takes a similar tack in illustrating

how the French trade union Solidaires Unitaires Démocratiques (SUD) developed as a means for

disseminating radical political ideas while retaining a grass-roots organisation. Finally, Miguel

Martı́nez Lucio argues that much of the current debate on organising is too embedded in liberal

market economies by demonstrating that in southern Europe and Spain the logic of representation

is distinct, due to inter-trade union competition and the way workplace and company-level repre-

sentation is regulated by the state through workplace and works council elections, which have led

to different approaches to organising by Spanish trade unions.

Jeremy Waddington
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